In this paper, we analyse alignment discrepancies for discourse structures in English-German parallel data -sentence pairs, in which discourse structures in target or source texts have no alignment in the corresponding parallel sentences. The discourse-related structures are designed in form of linguistic patterns based on the information delivered by automatic part-of-speech and dependency annotation. In addition to alignment errors (existing structures left unaligned), these alignment discrepancies can be caused by language contrasts or through the phenomena of explicitation and implicitation in the translation process. We propose a new approach including new type of resources for corpus-based language contrast analysis and apply it to study and classify the contrasts found in our English-German parallel corpus. As unaligned discourse structures may also result in the loss of discourse information in the MT training data, we hope to deliver information in support of discourse-aware machine translation (MT).
Introduction
All human languages provide means to create coherence and cohesion in texts, but the precise structures used to achieve this vary even across closely related languages. In this paper, we introduce an automatic method to extract examples of cross-linguistically divergent discourse structures from a corpus of parallel text, creating a new type of resource that is useful for the discovery and description of discourse-related language contrasts. This type of analysis is useful from the point of view of contrastive linguistics, and it can also provide researchers interested in discourse-level machine translation (MT) with a collection of data to guide their intuitions about how text-level phenomena are affected in translation. Our method is strongly data-driven; it enables a bottom-up approach to linguistic analysis that starts from individual occurrences of cross-linguistic correspondences without being constrained by existing linguistic assumptions and theoretical frameworks.
The data source in our analysis is a sentenceand word-aligned parallel corpus, the same type of resource that is typically used for training MT systems. We begin by defining a set of surface patterns that identify the discourse structures of interest and permit their automatic extraction. We then use the word alignments to establish correspondences between the languages. We particularly focus on those cases where there is a relevant pattern in one language, but the word aligner is unable to find a corresponding structure in the other. Such alignment discrepancies can simply be due to alignment errors, but they can also stem from systematic language contrasts (Grishina and Stede, 2015, p. 19-20) or from the phenomena of explicitation and implicitation in the translation process.
Our general goal is to explore these alignment discrepancies and analyse their causes. We use a corpus of English-German translations that we automatically annotate for part-of-speech and dependency information. Alignment discrepancies are detected with the help of sentence and word alignment of the annotated structures. Thus we do not use any manually annotated resources, and linguistic knowledge involved is rather of shallow character. Specific cases of extracted discrepancies represented through linguistic patterns are then manually analysed. We concentrate on English-to-German translations, as although these two languages are typologically close, this language pair is still among those that are hard for machine translation. This paper is structured as follows: in the following section (Section 2), we define the phenomenon under analysis and explain the problem. Section 3 provides information on related works. In Section 4, we describe the data, methods and procedures applied for our analysis. Section 5 presents the results. In Section 6, we discuss the outcome of the study and outline the ideas for future work.
Defining the Problem
In this paper, we focus on the analysis of EnglishGerman parallel data -aligned sentence pairs, in which discourse-related structures in target or source texts have no alignment in the corresponding parallel sentences. The discourse-related structures we consider are defined as potential elements of coreference chains that can be either personal or demonstrative pronouns. These structures are designed in form of linguistic patterns based on the information delivered by automatic partof-speech and dependency annotation and include both bare pronouns, as she and it or this and that, and determiners modifying nouns -parts of full nominal phrases, as this system and the system in (1).
(1)
..all these chemicals ultimately boost the activity of the brain's reward system... goosing this system makes us feel good... But new research indicates that chronic drug use induces changes in the structure and function of the system.
As these are parts of coreference chains, they contribute to the overall coherence and hence carry part of the discourse information in both the source and the target language. Linguistic means expressing coreference exist in both languages. However, the choice between referring expressions is governed by languagespecific constraints. For instance, pronouns and adjectives in German are subject to grammatical gender agreement, whereas in English, only person pronouns have this marking and adjectives (for instance, in nominal ellipsis) are unmarked. Such differences in the realisation give rise to transformation patterns in translation, for instance he -der in (2), which can be obtained from parallel data on the basis of word-level alignment.
(2)
Then we take this piece of paper and give it to a fellow student and he must make us a drawing out of it. -Dann nehmen wir dieses Blatt Papier und geben es einem Kommilitonen und der muss uns daraus eine Zeichnung machen.
However, in some cases, these differences may cause alignment discrepancies. For instance, German pronominal adverbs like damit in example (3) can function as a referring expression (damit refers to an event expressed through the whole preceding clause, but can also establish a conjunctive relation This would result in an alignment discrepancy attributed to language contrasts.
At the same time, alignment discrepancies can also be attributed to the translation process and the phenomenon of explicitation based on the Explicitation Hypothesis, formulated in its most prominent form by Blum-Kulka (1986) , who assumes elements in the target text are expressed more explicitly than in the source text. For example, the full nominal phrase die Aufgabe (the task) in the German translation in (4) In a parallel corpus of English-German translations, we use automatic word alignment to extract transformation patterns. Those sentence pairs which contain a discourse structure in either the source or the target sentence and for which no transformation patterns could be extracted are defined as alignment discrepancies.
Related Work
The method that we use to extract transformation patterns is similar to coreference annotation projection applied by Postolache et al. (2006) and by Grishina & Stede (2015) . Both studies use data manually annotated for coreference relations. In our approach, we use automatic annotations only that allow us to define candidate referring expressions -linguistic expressions that are potential members of a coreference chain (not resolved by a human annotator).
Postolache et al. (2006) mark patterns containing heads of the resulting referring expression in the target language aligned with heads of the source referring expressions. Although they mention the situations when the source head is not aligned with any target word or no words of the source referring expressions are aligned with any target words, they do not consider these cases of alignment discrepancies in their analysis. Grishina & Stede (2015) apply a direct projection algorithm on parallel data to automatically produce coreference annotations for two target languages without exploiting any linguistic knowledge of the languages. However, they describe a number of projection problems, when a referring expression is present in both source and target text but is not projected correctly. They analyse nonequivalences in translation from a linguistic point of view but could not find enough evidence to characterise them as systematic, as the dataset they use is very limited. However, the cases that they describe can be attributed to language contrasts or the effects of translation process. In our study, we use more data creating a resource that can be used for further systematic description of alignment discrepancies and their sources. We suggest that these sources can be classified into three categories: (1) alignment errors; (2) language contrasts and (3) translation process. A number of studies (Kunz and Steiner, 2012; Kunz and LapshinovaKoltunski, 2015; Novak and Nedoluzhko, 2015) have shown that although the coreference relation is shared across all languages, they may differ considerably in the range of referring expressions.
The phenomenon of explicitation in translation is often understood to occur when a translation explicitly realises meanings that were implicit in its source text. In terms of discourse phenomena, this would mean that a source text does not contain linguistic markers that trigger some discourse relations, whereas its translation does, as was analysed by Meyer & Webber (2013) or by Becher (2011b) , including also the opposite process of implicitation.
In other studies, explicitation is seen if a translated text realises meanings with more explicit means than the source text does. In relation to coreference, some referring expressions can be more explicit than the others, as in example (4) in Section 2 above. For instance, Becher (2011a, p. 98) presents a scale for the explicitness of various referring expressions for the language pair English-German.
Most of these studies start from the description of the expressions existing in the language systems they compare, and analyse the distributions of these categories with corpus-based methods. This can be defined as a top-down procedure -starting from what is given (in theories and grammars) and looking for the contrasts in a huge number of language examples represented in corpus data. In our approach, we perform in a different way -we start with the corpus data and try to detect patterns revealing language contrasts or the phenomena of explicitation/implicitation that we define in form of alignment discrepancies.
We automatically annotated the corpus data using a pipeline of standard tools. The texts in both languages were preprocessed with Penn Treebank tokeniser and Punkt sentence splitter with the language-specific sentence splitting models bundled with NLTK (Bird et al., 2009 ). Then, the corpus was tagged with the Marmot tagger (Mueller et al., 2013) for the part-of-speech information and parsed for dependency information with the MATE tools (Bohnet, 2010) . The tagger and parser were trained on version 1.0 of the Universal Dependency treebank (Nivre et al., 2015) .
Word alignment was performed in both direction with mgiza 3 and models 1-HMM-3-4, using the training scripts bundled with the Moses machine translation software 4 and default settings. The alignments were symmetrised with the growdiag-final-and heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003 The total number of parallel segments amounts to 194,370 (see details in Table 1 ).
Pattern extraction
Using the part-of-speech and dependency annotations, we compiled lists of discourse-related structures defined in terms of lexico-grammatical patterns (combination of part-of-speech tags and grammatical functions that were produced by the parser) for both English and German texts. While the discourse structures we study may be composed of multiple words, we find that they can often be identified reliably with patterns anchored to single words. We select pronouns and demonstratives (which also include definite articles) only (corresponding to the part-of-speech tags 'DET' and 'PRON').
Then, we extracted parallel patterns from the above described data using the word-level alignment. The patterns are based on 1 : N word alignments linking the word identified by our pattern (for instance which DET-nsubj in example (5)) to 1 or more words in the other language (dies PRON-dobj in example (5)). If a word has multiple alignment links, multiple output records were generated, one for each aligned target language word. The resulting data also contains sentence pairs for which no corresponding structure was found in either the source or the target language. These are the cases of alignment discrepancies in discourserelated structures that we select for our analysis. We count the occurrences of the alignment discrepancy patterns with the aim to answer the following questions: (1) Which are the most frequent ones in English? (2) Which are the most frequent ones in German?
In our corpus, English is always the source and German is the target, but we can search discourserelated patterns in the English sources and see what are the corresponding structures in the German translations and which structures are missing. And in the same way, we can search in the German translations and analyse the aligned English sources. This allows us to discover which discourse phenomena 'get lost' in the translation data due to the missing alignment. We can also measure the amount of these discrepancies -perform quantitative analysis, and analyse the underlying causes of these discrepancies in a qualitative analysis. These might include: (1) language contrasts that include both differences in language system and differences of idiomatic character, e.g. collocation use; (2) translation process phenomena such as explicitation -when a German translated sentence contains a discourse pattern which was not aligned to any discourse structure in the corresponding English source sentence, and implicitation -when the English original sentence contains a marked discourse pattern which was not aligned to any discourse structure in the corresponding translated sentence in German; (3) other possible causes, including errors.
Analyses and Results

General observations
On the total, we extract 26 patterns (types) of discourse structures marked in the German translations, for which no English alignment was automatically assigned (explicitation candidates). The total number of unaligned cases is around 11% in both language settings.
In the English source sentences, there were 14 discourse patterns, for which the alignment in the corresponding German translations is missing (implicitation candidates). The total number of occurring cases (measured by tokens) is also higher for German (69,851) than for English (57,608), which on the one hand, may be interpreted as an evidence for more explicitation than implicitation phenomena in translation. And on the other hand, it may indicate that German has more discourse-related structures that differ from those available in English.
In Table 2 , we provide an overview of the 10 most frequent discourse-related structures that were found in the German translation data, for which no corresponding discourse structures were aligned in the English sources. Table 3 presents an overview of the 10 most frequent discourse-related structures in the English sources, for which no alignment was found in the corresponding translations into German.
DET-det is the most frequent structure in both languages, followed by PRON-subj and PRONnmod or PRON-dobj (the ranking of the latter two is different in English and German). Further (less frequent) discourse-related structures vary across languages, with English showing preferences for demonstratives (DET) and German -for personal pronouns (that also include relatives in the universal part-of-speech tagset). If the full lists (with 24 and 14 patterns) is considered, we see that PRON and DET are more evenly distributed (53% PRON vs. 47% DET) in English than in German (57% PRON vs. 43% DET).
It is interesting that eight out of the most frequent structures in the 'English' list are shared (occur in both lists). We outline all the shared patterns (nine in total) along with their frequencies in both English and German in Table 4 .
Observations on particular patterns
In the following, we perform a manual qualitative analysis of the most frequent patterns (DETdet and PRON-nsubj) that are shared by both languages. The information on their categorisation frequencies is derived automatically on the basis of extracted patterns containing word information. For instance, structures like der-DET-det 5 are defined as cases of the definite article use, and the structures like der-PRON-nsubj represent relative pronouns. This manual analysis provides us with the information on possible causes of alignment discrepancies. However, at this stage, we do not provide the information on the distribution of these causes in our data.
DET-det Most cases (ca. 96%) concern the German translations containing definite articles that may trigger a coreference relation between the noun phrase that contains this article and another noun phrase or a clause, as die Aufgabe in example (4) in Section 2 above, and for which no alignment was found in the English sources.
Manual analysis of the data sample shows that the discrepancies are often caused by the variation in article use in the expression of generic reference in both languages: in German, generic meaning is expressed with a definite noun, whereas in the English source, it is expressed with a bare noun (often in plural), see examples people/die Leute, conversations/die...Unterhaltung, technology/die Technologie in (6). (6) a. Many studies have claimed that there is variation in article use in the expression of generic reference in German (Krifka et al., 1995; Oosterhof, 2004) , especially in relation to plural generics. German plural generics can be used both as definite nominal phrases and as bare nouns, whereas definite plurals in English cannot be interpreted generically. However, Barton et al. (2015) provide the only empirical analysis known to us, but concentrate on plural generics only. We believe that our approach creates a good foundation (and resource) for a more detailed quantitative analysis of such cases.
In other cases, the discrepancy between definite constructions in German has a rather idiomatic character, as in example (7). (7) But in the process, we set ourselves up to be isolated. -Aber dabei fallen wir der Isolation direkt vor die Füße.
Some individual sentence pairs revealed the phenomena of explicitation, for instance, der Fall ('the case") in example (8) is used in German translation to explicate the information given through the ellipsis of the clause but it's not cheesy in English.
(8) You would expect it to be cheesy, but it 's not. -Man könnte annehmen, dass so etwas kitschig ist, aber dem ist nicht der Fall.
Most cases of the DET-det structure in the English sources missing alignment in the corresponding German translations are also definite noun phrases (ca. 85%). Manual analysis of a sample reveals that most of these cases are alignment errors. This means that the German translation also contains the corresponding definite nominal phrase which was not automatically aligned to the English article. The phenomenon of implicitation was represented by individual cases that we observed in the data, e.g. in (9), where the English source is more explicit than the corresponding translation.
(9)
Secondly, there had to be an acceptance that we were not going to be able to use all of this vacant land in the way that we had before and maybe for some time to come. -Zweitens musste es eineÜbereinkunft geben, dass wir das gesamte brachliegende Land nicht wie vorher nutzen können würden, vielleicht für längere Zeit nicht.
PRON-nsubj
In the German translations, many PRON-subj structures with no alignment in the corresponding English sources are represented by personal pronouns (ca. 54% out of all cases). Around 46% of these pronouns are 1st and 2nd person pronouns that are used for speaker and addressee reference. In many cases, both the source and the target sentence contain this reference type that was not automatically aligned and thus, an error occurred. Addressee and speaker reference is very common in our dataset, as this is one of the specific features of the register under analysis -public talks by experts (mostly addressed to laypeople). The remaining structures are 3rd person pronouns, among which we observe some interesting cases, for instances, differences in the expression of impersonal meaning in English and German, as seen in example (10) The English sentence in example (11-a) contains a non-finite ing-clause. This clause type has direct equivalents in form of present participle in German schwimmend ("swimming"). However, the English ing-form is used much more widely than the German present participle (Durrell, 2011, p.281-285) . In particular, participial clauses are restricted to formal written registers in German and can sound stilted and they are used much less frequently than clauses with ing-forms in English (Durrell, 2011, p.281-285) . To our knowledge, there are no corpus-based studies confirming this quantitatively. Königs (2011) provides a number of examples as possibilities of translation equivalents for English ing-clauses. However, statistical evidence is missing. We believe that our dataset can be used as a resource for this kind of empirical evidence.
Explicitation examples related to this structure include various way of the source reformulation, as in example (12). Here, a nominal phrase was reformulated into a nominal phrase with a clause containing the exophoric pronoun es.
(12)
Clouds are the most egalitarian of nature's displays, because we all have a good, fantastic view of the sky.
-Wolken sind die größten Gleichmacher, wenn es um die Schönheit der Natur geht, weil wir alle einen gleich guten Blick auf den Himmel haben.
50% of the PRON-nsubj structures in the English sources that were not aligned to any structures in German include speaker and addressee references. This discrepancy is a clear indicator of the contrasts in pragmatics and style of speeches in English and German and goes in hand with what was stated by House (2014) In example (13-a), the English you does not have any correspondences in the German translation, whereas you in example (13-b) is transferred to man ("one"). The other 50% of discrepancy cases include the third person pronouns, with it being most frequent among other forms (43% out of all 3rd person pronouns and 21% of all the PRON-nsubj structures).
These cases also reveal language contrasts such as differences between certain syntactic constructions in English in German. For instance, the German coordinated clause with a negation an manchen Tagen nicht in (14-a) does not require a repetition of the subject, whereas the English clause does.
In example (14-b), it introduces a cleft sentence construction. These are frequent in English but used much less frequently in German, where the topic can be shifted into initial position before the verb (Durrell, 2011, p. 455) . (14) a. Some days it goes up and some days it doesn't go up. -An manchen Tagen geht er hoch und an manchen Tagen nicht. b. And so it was that day that we decided we needed to build a crisis text hotline. -Und an diesem Tag beschlossen wir, dass wir eine Krisen-SMS-Hotline einrichten mussten.
Discussion and Future Work
To our knowledge, this paper is the first attempt to quantitatively describe alignment discrepancies between English-German discourse-related phenomena from a language contrastive perspective. This approach is novel and can be characterised as data-driven, as we use "bottom-up" procedures instead of theory-driven ones that start from the grammar-based contrasts and then use data to find quantitative evidence. This is a new approach of contrast discovery. Although we concentrated on a limited number of patterns only and described some particular causes of the discrepancies, we were able to obtain interesting observations, e.g. those on the article use with generics or the use of non-finite constructions and their alternatives in German in English. Although these cases are described in traditional grammars, corpus data shows a different behaviour, especially when spoken data is concerned.
We were not able to provide much evidence for systematic translation-process-driven discrepancies. However, we could see that they are also present in our data. We believe that a more detailed quantitative and qualitative analysis of discrepancy sources would provide more corpus evidence for the variation across the two languages under analysis. Our approach, as well as the parallel dataset created allows for such an analysis.
Moreover, the information on systematic discrepancies could serve the task of alignment improvement. For instance, we observed a great number of cases when a pronoun does not have or need a corresponding element in the parallel sentence. These cases are important for MT model development. Naive models for pronouns often lead to overgeneration of such elements in the target language. Having the information on such cases, we could think of ways of integrating them into the models to avoid the overgeneration.
Our future work will include a more detailed analysis of discrepancy sources. For language contrasts, we will investigate further patterns that are less frequent but not less important. It would be also interesting to look into the patterns that occur either in the English or in the German sentences only. Besides, we will extend our analysis on explicitation using Klaudy's classification of various types of explicitations as a starting point (Klaudy, 2008) . Then, we will define a scale for coreferential explicitness based on Kunz's reduced scale of Accessibility (Kunz, 2010, p. 76 ) and existing analyses of connective explicitation (Denturck, 2012; Zufferey and Cartoni, 2014) .
